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      GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM 1 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM News They helped build Israel’s first baseball field. Now their son is pitching at the Olympics. By Debra Nussbaum Cohen The cheering from Kibbutz Gezer is going to be so loud that Alon Leichman may hear it as he takes to the mound in Tokyo as a pitcher for Team Israel’s baseball team. That’s because his proud parents – David Leichman and Rabbi Miri Gold – will be shouting and clapping along with other family and neighbors on the kibbutz, which lies midway between Jerusalem and Tel Aviv. David Leichman is in many ways responsible for his son’s career as a pitcher, even though he himself has never played baseball (softball is his game). The elder Leichman built Gezer’s baseball field, which was the first in Israel, in 1983. Alon Leichman with his parents, David Leichman and Rabbi Miri Gold. Both he and Gold had emigrated from the U.S. to Israel in 1976, as part of an early group building Kibbutz Gezer. David grew up Leichman raised $20,000 from American donors to cover in Queens, and Gold in a suburb of Detroit. expenses. Leichman was charged with constructing new buildings on the “Baseball wasn’t strange to any of us,” recalled Gold, who is nascent kibbutz. The Jewish educator, who had earlier worked retired from her position as rabbi of the kibbutz’s synagogue. as a representative of Israel’s government in Boston, started a She was ordained in 1999 by the Reform movement’s Hebrew league with a bunch of American expats. They included Union College in Jerusalem, becoming the denomination’s third journalists based in Tel Aviv and diplomats from the American woman ordained in Israel, and gained national attention when embassy – when they had their baseball diamond a few years she became the test case in a winning lawsuit by the Israel later, the American ambassador at the time threw out the Movement for Reform and Progressive Judaism to require the first pitch. government to pay the salaries of non-Orthodox rabbis as it has always paid the salaries of Orthodox rabbis. In addition to Founding Gezer member, the late journalist David Twersky, put running services and preparing bar and bat mitzvah students, an ad in the The Jerusalem Post – the only English-language she and her husband ran Jewish study classes at nearby Israeli newspaper at the time – which read “Joe Dimaggio, Ramle Prison. where are you? Anyone who thinks they can put together a team come meet.” The baseball diamond’s creation, Gold said, was a group effort. “Many of us helped lay sod in the field, felt invested in the field,” And, like in Kevin Costner’s diamond in “Field of Dreams,” they she said. It looks out on Tel Gezer, she noted, which is an showed up. archeological site associated with the Bible’s Joshua and King “We started with some journalists who called themselves the Solomon. A 1992 New York Times article about it dubbed the Tel Aviv Typos, who were from the Chicago Tribune and The field “King Solomon’s Nines.” New York Times. Then we started to put together a league,” VCR tapes of Derek Jeter sparked an interest in recalled Leichman in a video interview with the Forward. the sport At first they gathered to play in whatever empty corner of the Their son Alon is the youngest of their three children. The older kibbutz they could find. Then Leichman decided to petition the two live on the kibbutz. Though Alon is spending seven months kibbutz leaders for permission to build a proper baseball a year working in baseball in the U.S., and about five months in diamond. It was a major project, requiring that fields of cotton Israel, “he really wants to be here and put down money to build and corn be cleared, sod procured, laid down and manicured. He a house” on the kibbutz, said Leichman. was met with hesitation. But once he explained that the baseball field was more for the kibbutz’s children than adults, “He started enjoying baseball at three or four years old,” said the leaders agreed. his father. “By the time he was six he was on the field regularly.” They helped build Israel’s first baseball field. Now their son is pitching at the Olympics. 2 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM When he was seven, he became a huge fan of former Yankee Watching their son play in Tokyo, which is six hours ahead of shortstop Derek Jeter, after watching games on the VCR tapes Israel time, will be a nice change for his father. “I watched his his grandfather would send from the U.S. college games, his Cape Cod games and it was always in the middle of the night here.” While watching the games, Leichman At age 10, Alon played in a European competition as part of makes ice cream, for which he’s become somewhat of a local Israel’s national baseball league. According to a website celebrity. He creates his own ice cream, has written books devoted to Israeli baseball, Leichman played for the Israel about it and offers tastings at the kibbutz of flavors including Baseball League (now defunct) in 2007, with the champions Samir Tahini and Santa Rosa Plum. from Beit Shemesh. At age 17 he participated in a Major League Baseball academy in Italy – the first Israeli to do so, according Their son Alon has become something of a role model for other to Gold – and then played with the Prague Eagles in 2009-2010. kids on the kibbutz.“Today there are about 1,000 kids and After serving three years in the Israel Defense Forces, he was young adults playing baseball in Israel. There are a lot of people chosen as a special status soldier, which gave him 90 days a who don’t know the game. Israelis are used to soccer and year to work on his athletic skills. He attended Cypress College basketball,” Gold told the Forward. in California, then transferred to University of California San Diego, where he was their starting pitcher and graduated The first game for Team Israel baseball will be against Korea, on in 2016. July 29th. The following day, the team will face the U.S. The fall following college, he played in a Mexican league as well Lots of family members went to see the exhibition games Team as in the Israel Association of Baseball for the Tel Aviv Israel played up and down the East Coast, before the players Comrades Premier League team. He also coached the Cape Cod left for Tokyo. Baseball League, a summer league for collegiate players. Alon There will also be constant texting on the several WhatsApp also coached Team Israel at the 2017 World Baseball Classic in groups the Leichman-Golds have with various family members. South Korea and Japan. Alon pitched for Israel at the Olympic Whatever happens for Alon and Team Israel, everyone will know qualification tournament in Italy in September 2019, which almost instantaneously, said Gold. “News travels fast.” Israel won to qualify to play baseball at the Summer Olympics in Tokyo. When it comes to the Olympics, said Gold, “all of the kibbutz and anyone who plays baseball in Israel will be watching.” ‘If he’s pitching, I get nervous’ – Following elbow injuries and surgeries, Leichman realized he Debra Nussbaum Cohen is an award-winning journalist who covers would not be able to become a Major League Baseball pitcher, philanthropy, religion, gender and other contemporary issues. Her work so he transitioned to coaching. has been published in The New York Times, Wall Street Journal and New York magazine, among many other publications. She authored the “I told him he could change lives by being a coach and that’s book “Celebrating Your New Jewish Daughter: Creating Jewish Ways to what he does. He’s moved up quite rapidly from the very Welcome Baby Girls into the Covenant.” bottom of the minor leagues and may be in the big leagues in the next couple of years,” said his proud father. “He’s very committed and has a high baseball IQ.” In a Zoom interview, David Leichman’s skin was brown as a walnut from the daily speedwalks he takes around the area, Create a Future for totaling 40 miles a week. “I have played softball for 61 consecutive years.” Courageous Jewish Alon coaches for the Seattle Mariners’ AA minor league team, Journalism which allowed him to take time off to travel to the Olympics, where he has been reinstated as a player. To donate online visit Forward.com/donate Even before the Olympics forbade spectators, the Leichman- Gold family wasn’t planning to attend in person. “We knew it was exorbitantly expensive and knew we couldn’t go. It will be To donate by phone, call 212-453-9454 on TV here,” said Gold. “If he’s pitching, I get nervous,” she confessed. They helped build Israel’s first baseball field. Now their son is pitching at the Olympics. 3 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM Culture How Jackie Mason remade the world of Jewish stand-up comedy By Michael Goldfarb In the middle of the last century, American stand-up comedy became a subsidiary of the Jewish cultural-industrial complex. But the secret of its extraordinary success was that while its practitioners were obviously Jewish, their material was never too overtly Jewish. Except for Jackie Mason. The great names of the stand-up scene — Joan Rivers, Woody Allen, Carl Reiner, Mel Brooks, Mike Nichols, Elaine May, Lenny Bruce — largely eschewed material in which their heritage took center stage. Sure, there was Bruce’s riff on who crucified Jesus — “Morty did it” — but examples like that, of a Jew speaking as a Jew, were the exception, not the rule. So Mason’s shtick — he was a Jew who told jokes about Jews in the questioning rhythms of Yiddish speech — stood out. Mason, who died Saturday at age 93, was interested in comic investigation into the meaning and hypocrisies of modern life through the prism of Jewishness, an identity that was the central fact of both his onstage and off-stage personas. The jokes were so funny that even non-Jews got them. His work was mostly about Jews of his generation and background — just a boat ride removed from the shtetl — trying Photo by Larry Marano/Getty Images to accustom themselves to the modern world, in which many had money and security for the first time in their family’s He riffed an example for me: “Why does a Jew have a boat?” history. He wasn’t the first to find comedy in being a Jew Jews don’t like to sail, he said. The Jew takes you to the suddenly allowed into a previously barred world. The Jewish waterfront, shows you the boat, then says “let’s get something poet and essayist Heinrich Heine wrote to a friend in the 1820s to eat.” that “I try to tell my grief and it all becomes comic.” “So why does he have a boat?” But the approach Mason took to that insight was entirely his own. His method derived from his yeshiva training and his Because only gentiles sell boats. “So he buys it from him, so the rabbinic family background: he was descended from four gentile knows he has money.” generations of rabbis, his three older brothers were rabbis, and he himself was ordained at Yeshiva University and briefly led The rabbi in him, the moral guide, is never far from the surface congregations in rural parts of North Carolina and Pennsylvania. in his comedy. By making people laugh about the relentless In 1989, flush with the success of his third or fourth comeback desire for possessions and wealth and the need to show people and a Tony award for his one-man show on Broadway, he told “I have this,” Mason was trying to remind them of how absurd me “A lot of my comedy comes out of my Talmudic study, trying Jewish life in modern America had become. to unravel Gemara.” Some in the Jewish community objected to the way Mason used “I’m trying to unravel things around me. Who am I? What am I?” the word “Jew” constantly. To an assimilated Jewish audience, the word itself implied negative stereotypes, and suggested The simple answer was: a Jew in a Christian world. But Mason that all Jews are the same. What Mason was really doing, understood that to be really funny, he needed to ask specific though, was conjuring up the idea of an every-Jew as opposed questions about being a Jew in those circumstances. After to an every man. His view was that Jews were simply different; enough questions you get to the absurd — and that’s funny. that cultural difference was what his comedy was about. How Jackie Mason remade the world of Jewish stand-up comedy 4 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM Mason had little time for Jews who were overly assimilated, Culture Meet the Ben & Jerry’s who were not out and proud when it came to their Jewishness. And as the decades went by, his views about younger Jews began to color his routine. They cut themselves off from their roots, he told me, and “they cut off their names, noses and franchisee pushing back anything else they’ve got.” against boycott — and his But Mason also knew that Jewish identity has never been a customers, who just want to cool off fixed thing. Even in Israel, he used to joke, they don’t know the answer to the question, “What is a Jew?” By PJ Grisar In his career, he saw American answers to that question change. His generation of Jewish-Americans took the first It’s a high of 90 in New York, but the southeast corner of 104th steps to wealth and assimilation; their idea of Jewishness was and Broadway is shady with scaffolding seating. It helps that different from that of their children and grandchildren, and the there’s ice cream nearby. comedian never quite bridged that generation gap. Joel Gasman’s Ben & Jerry’s store, a handsome scoop shop The world changed. The Catskill resorts went out of business. with a mosaic pillar at the entrance, is supplying the usual It was almost impossible to hear Yiddish spoken on Orchard bonanza of flavors and, beginning this week, a bit of Street. Mason’s routines became more brittle. The sweet spot resistance directed at the corporate office. where the questioning reached the absurd and then the comic became elusive. Objecting to Ben & Jerry’s plan to stop selling in Israeli settlements in the occupied West Bank, Gasman announced I asked him once about his comedy and the comedy of the on the store’s social media Monday that 10% of profits would next generation. Interestingly, he didn’t reference a Jewish now go to “State of Israel education causes” The specific stand-up in his answer. “The morality’s changed,” he said. “The causes are still being decided, but Gasman has reached out to society’s changed. But comedy hasn’t changed. What Eddie a few so far. Murphy is doing is not that different from Groucho Marx.” Gasman, a sturdy guy with a white beard, clothed in a black Jews were just one kind of outsider. The world is full of others, Ben and Jerry’s tee (emblazoned “STAFF” on the back), is he knew, and existential absurdity enough in all their lives to ducking in and out of a backroom when I see him. Business is keep you laughing through all of yours. good, he confirms, because the weather’s hot. _ Gasman took over the Upper West Side location in 2003, but Michael Goldfarb is the author of “Emancipation: How Liberating has been a franchise owner since 1997, when he ran a store in Europe’s Jews from the Ghetto Led to Revolution and Renaissance” the East Village. He’s always loved the ice cream and was working in the store when he heard Ben & Jerry’s controversial announcement. “The moment we heard Ben & Jerry’s corporate opinion, we thought about mentioning to the community that we are independently owned and operated and that our views don’t Create a Future for align with theirs,” Gasman said. Courageous Jewish Gasman, whose son had his bar mitzvah in Israel, said that other Ben & Jerry’s franchise owners in other cities share his Journalism view. He said that “the only concern you should have when coming into our store is deciding if you want rainbow or chocolate sprinkles,” but also is confident his statement about To donate online visit Forward.com/donate supporting Israeli education programs was the right one. He didn’t mention plans to find a new brand, but let me know his favorite flavor: New York Super Fudge Chunk. To donate by phone, call 212-453-9454 When I arrive at 2 p.m., a family is ordering cakes. A man is How Jackie Mason remade the world of Jewish stand-up comedy 5 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM perched on a wheeled walker by the door with a coffee cup. News There’s no sign of protest or deluge of support, even as the Is ‘My Unorthodox Life’ bad for the Jews? Hollywood Jews store’s Facebook page is flooded with praise mixed with threats of further boycott. (As one anti-boycott commenter put it: “My grandfather wouldn’t buy a Mercedes from a Jewish car salesman, and I won’t buy Ben and Jerry’s from a Jewish weigh in franchisee.”) By Esther D. Kustanowitz Those dropping in for a scoop seemed unaware of the store’s The new Netflix reality show “My Unorthodox Life,” which decision. One woman with a Hebrew ankle tattoo, wheeling a depicts the life and family of Julia Haart, a formerly Orthodox stroller with a tot and tot-sized scooter, said it made her woman who left her community and now runs a top modeling rethink shopping there, but then emerged with a scoop. agency, is generating discomfort, debate, and some loud objections about the nature of Jewish and Orthodox Matt Clavel, 45, brandishing a cone of cookie dough (did you representation on-screen. know that B&J cofounder Ben Cohen’s name is an example of an [aptonym?]9https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aptronym0) said But Elon Gold, for one, would like everyone to just chill. he agreed with Ben & Jerry’s that the settlements are wrong. As for Gasman’s choice to donate his profits, he was skeptical. “Everybody needs to calm down and focus all of their anger on Ben and/or Jerry, those mamzers,” he said, using a Yiddish “It sounds to me like P.R., but maybe he feels very strongly word that connotes scoundrels. “We love to be mad at things about it,” Clavel said. and people. It’s fun for us, it’s a sport.” One woman, in a sun hat and sunglasses, said she was “We’re annoyed at things. So the new thing to be annoyed at unaware of any controversy surrounding her choice of frozen is this yenta and her family,” said Gold, a comedian and actor treat, too exhausted by the virus to follow the news. She said who identifies as Modern Orthodox and has a recurring role on she’d look it up. the upcoming season of “Curb Your Enthusiasm.” Indeed, beating the heat with something sweet was on the Gold dismisses the idea that Netflix is stoking Jew-hatred for mind of most, and others were on their usual rounds, an sharing narratives like “My Unorthodox Life.” employee from the barbershop next door dropping in for his coffee. “You can’t ignore the fact that it reflects poorly on Orthodox Jews. But there are so many overreactions,” said Gold. “For But one customer, Mia Cucufate, 20, said she believed the example, ‘Netflix is antisemitic?’ Really?” he added, noting the decision by Ben & Jerry’s corporate was “a step forward.” platform carries the Israeli dramas “Fauda” and “Shtisel” and When I mentioned Gasman’s plan, her face fell a bit. “Whoas” Holocaust documentaries, among other critically-acclaimed were aired. Jewish-themed shows. “Everyone has to calm down about Still, politics were not what had brought her and two friends to Netflix.” the store, which they walk by frequently. Rachel McKay Steele, a comedian and writer who is based in “We usually get Ben & Jerry’s because it’s a hot day,” L.A. and identifies as “a total Torah nerd,” said she never Cucafate said. watches reality TV, but binged “My Unorthodox Life” in one day. – PJ Grisar is the Forward’s culture reporter. He can be reached “Seeing halacha discussed on reality TV was just incredibly at Grisar@Forward.com . cool to me, and overall, I thought the show had more going on intellectually than your average reality show,” said McKay Steele, who grew up secular and Reform in Charleston, South Carolina, is an active member at the progressive IKAR congregation in Los Angeles and received a Jewish Writers’ SUPPORT INDEPENDENT, Initiative grant for her romantic comedy screenplay, “Adult Bat JEWISH JOURNALISM. Mitzvah.” VISIT FORWARD. COM / DONAT E Many Jews are concerned that any presentations of Jews behaving badly will further fuel antisemitism—whether it’s a Meet the Ben & Jerry’s franchisee pushing back against boycott — and his customers, who just want to cool off 6 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM scripted or unscripted escape-from-Orthodox-oppression of us and that’s why we do it, because we have emunah and we narrative or a documentary featuring the sins of Jewishly- love it,” said Gold, using the Hebrew word for faith. “She gave identifiable bad guys like Jeffrey Epstein, Harvey Weinstein, and up some of the most precious gifts of life like Shabbos and so Bernie Madoff. many great traditions and customs. That’s her problem.” “Ultimately this isn’t going to help or hurt us,” Gold said. “The For Gold, a key moment was when Miriam tells her father that thing that bothers me more is the depiction of this insanely she’s taking her mother’s name. Her father “handles the wealthy family that stays in the Hamptons and palaces and changing of the name so elegantly and with kindness and the lives this lavish, extravagant, hedonistic life. That is not the audience says, ‘oh that’s Orthodox Judaism, a really nice dad Jewish experience I grew up with. The depiction in the show whose obnoxious daughter is saying I’m getting rid of your makes the antisemites go ‘See? See those Jews with all the name. Instead of flipping out, he has a beautiful reaction, says, money and they love money?’ That’s way more embarrassing ‘I respect your decision.’” than one nutty woman who decides the Orthodox world isn’t for Gold said he sighed in relief at the scene. her. I like that she’s a strong, independent woman but there’s so much about her that’s vapid and shallow. She doesn’t need to “He represents an Orthodox Jew, she doesn’t,” Gold said. flaunt her own rebellion the way she does.” “I’d rather be broke and have the meaning and fulfillment of But voiceover actor Eli Schiff, who identifies as Modern Orthodox Judaism,” added Gold, “than live in some stupid Orthodox, sees danger in the purportedly unscripted show’s palace in Versailles.” portrayal of Jews. – “As I understand it, she went from Ultra-Orthodox to nothing, Esther D. Kustanowitz is a Los Angeles-based writer, editor and without giving any notion that there’s much in between, to say consultant. She co-hosts The Bagel Report , a podcast about Jews and popular culture, and speaks about #TVGoneJewy, a term she invented to nothing of the various sects of Orthodoxy,” said Schiff, who describe the increase of Jewish content on television. Follow her on counts Disney and Google among his clients. “This is most Twitter @EstherK . certainly a time of increased antisemitism, and I think this only makes those who have already felt emboldened to justify their hate even further.” “Whether it will contribute to antisemitism, I don’t know,” McKay Steele said. “But I did love seeing a Jewish family on Create a Future for reality TV. They clearly love each other, would fight and make Courageous Jewish up and seemed to really grow together.” Both Gold and McKay Steele said if the show has a fault, it’s in Journalism depriving viewers of a sense of the nuance in Orthodox The Forward is the most significant Jewish voice practice. But the show nails some hurtful aspects. in American journalism. Our outstanding reporting on cultural, social, and political issues “As a queer Jew, I think the lack of acceptance of LGBTQ Jews is inspires readers of all ages and animates bigotry and should be criticized as the discrimination it is,” said conversation across generations. Your support McKay Steele, noting that Haart’s daughter Miriam, who self- enables our critical work and contributes to a identifies as bisexual, “would have never been able to fully be vibrant, connected global Jewish community. herself if they had stayed in Monsey. How can someone even be a part of a community if they can never be themselves?” The Forward is a nonprofit association and is supported by the contributions As for Haart’s comments about her former community’s of its readers. “fundamentalist” treatment of women, Gold said that while in certain sects and circles, there is an imbalance in how women are treated, “she took the easy way out. There’s a way to fight To donate online visit for your rights and equality and justice without becoming a Forward.com/donate complete heretic and rebel, there’s a way to do it from within and she didn’t.” To donate by phone, call Not all Orthodox Jews’ experiences are like Haart’s, Gold added. 212-453-9454 “Her Orthodox life sucked for her, but it’s amazing for almost all Is ‘My Unorthodox Life’ bad for the Jews? Hollywood Jews weigh in 7 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM News Faux pets help Holocaust survivors stave off loneliness By Stewart Ain Gerda Weissfeld’s faux poodle sat in her lap and barked as she place. I caress him and he does tricks just like a real cat.” pet him. “He behaves,” Lefkowitz added. “You’re a good boy,” Weissfeld, 102, told the beige-and-white Hazan said the stuffed animals have been especially helpful for puppy as he continued to bark, seemingly in response to her survivors who live by themselves, particularly during the COVID touch. lockdown.“These people have been through so much and now “He is an intelligent doggy. I call him Peter,” she said. they are stuck at home and isolated. It is inspiring to see” their “Sometimes you think he’s real.” reaction to the comfort pets. Weissfeld, Great Neck, L.I., received the stuffed, robotic dog a Lefkowitz, born in Belgium, is one of six children. When World few weeks ago as a gift from The Blue Card, a New York-based War II broke out, the family settled on a farm in Czechoslovakia nonprofit that provides financial and other assistance to about for two-and-a-half years. After a visit from the Nazis, who 3,000 Holocaust survivor households in the U.S. promised to return, the family hid in the woods until the war ended. They came to the U.S. in 1948. The faux pets — there are both cat and dog models — are fitted with sensors that prompt them to “react” with barks, meows Weissfeld’s family moved the family from Germany to Uruguay and tail wags designed to make the elderly feel as if they have a in 1936 when the Nazis forced Jews from their jobs. She met her real companion animal. The recipients, and those who work with husband there and her two sons were born there. They the elderly, say they can go a long way to keep loneliness at eventually settled in Argentina and then in 1963 moved to the bay. United States. She has been a widow for 35 years. And they don’t have to be fed or walked by survivors, who in The joy she finds in her comfort pet is not unusual, and many cases don’t have the mobility or finances to make survivors often treat the plush animals as if they’re alive, said ownership of an actual dog or cat possible. Eva Fogelman, a psychologist who works with historically traumatized patients and their descendants and trains The Blue Made by Ageless Innovations, a Rhode Island company founded Card’s health professionals. in 2015, the pretend pets retail for about $130, but The Blue Card gives them to Holocaust survivors — many of whom live on “They all speak to them as if they were real animals, and there small, fixed incomes — free of charge. Since last year, the non- is a feeling that the stuffed animal is looking at them,” she profit has gifted about 125. Weissfeld got hers from the group said.”The survivors even cry with them sometimes. There is a through the Holocaust survivor program of Selfhelp Community feeling – even though this is an inanimate object — that it Services on Long Island. reduces the sense of isolation survivors feel when they live all alone.” “They are making a huge difference in survivors’ lives,” said And an inanimate pet can have some of the same salutary Milana Hazan, associate executive director of The Blue Card. effects as a real one, Fogelman said. “The cats move their paws and lift their chin so you can caress them. It is very cute.” “Any kind of socialization is most important, particularly for aged people,” she said. “There are three things that keep David Lefkowitz, 91, of Cranford, N.J., received a soft, robotic cat Alzheimer’s away – social interaction, intellectual stimulation about three weeks ago from The Blue Card in partnership with and physical exercise.” Jewish Family Service of Central New Jersey, which had displayed an assortment of the mechanical furry animals at a The Blue Card’s use of comfort dogs and cats coincides with a monthly social program for Holocaust survivors. Lefkowitz was record 26,000 more pet adoptions during the pandemic — a 15 one of 20 survivors in the program who wanted one. He percent increase in 2020 over the prior year, according to selected a cat. Shelter Animal Count, which tracks shelter and rescue activity. “When somebody comes to my home, I now say, ‘I want to _ introduce you to Mike,’” Lefkowitz said. “He sits on the couch Stewart Ain, an award-winning veteran journalist, covers the and looks like he’s king of the hill. It’s a good addition to my Jewish community. Faux pets help Holocaust survivors stave off loneliness 8 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM Culture Morrie Arnovich, not Jacob Steinmetz, was baseball’s first Orthodox player By Daniel Singer The Associated Press, the Jewish media and ESPN have all got a sports story wrong. Over the past month, all these outlets have reported that Long Island’s Jacob Steinmetz is, according to an AP headline, “The First Known Drafted Practicing Orthodox Jew,” and that, per JTA, Elie Kligman is the second Orthodox Jew in the majors. But what about Morris “Morrie” Arnovich? Forgetting Arnovich struck a nerve with me — not because of the lazy reporting, nor their failure to correct themselves even after The Algemeiner published a rebuttal, but because it’s another example of big media’s tendency to ignore small towns like mine — and of small towns to forget the significance of all of their homegrown legends. I grew up in the small port city of Superior, Wisconsin, at the tip of Lake Superior where my late father, Barry Singer, was a reference librarian for the public library. My father Barry was passionate about history, books, and these stories I am sharing that made our quaint little city seem more than just a speck at the end of the world’s largest lake. He had a deep fondness for baseball and other sports figures. He prided himself as having grown up across the street and regularly attended Hank Greenberg’s synagogue, the old Congregation Shaaray Zedek, in downtown Detroit. Courtesy of Jewish Baseball Museum Although my dad once wrote a feature article for Lake Superior Magazine about local football and baseball legend Ernie Nevers, Henry Hammond II, was responsible for launching the career of unfortunately my dad never wrote about Arnovich, the another remarkable local Jewish talent, Bob Dylan, and observant Orthodox Jewish Superior native who played Major promoted some of America’s most important recording artists — League Baseball from 1936 to 1942. many of whom were Black during a time of segregation. But Terry Hendrick, a local journalist, published a two-part Dylan’s grandparents, Jewish immigrants who settled in article about him in 2008 in the Superior Telegram. Arnovich’s Superior from Lithuania, are buried there only a few steps away career ended when he enlisted in the U.S. Army hoping to fight from Morrie Arnovich. the Nazis. He was said to have been the most observant of major league baseball players. He refused to ever play on You can still drive straight down Hammond Avenue in Superior Shabbat or Yom Kippur — skipping games before Sandy Koufax across to Dylan’s birthplace in Duluth, Minnesota, just off the made it cool — and he kept kosher throughout his life. old Highway 61 that’s no longer there. Bob Zimmerman wouldn’t have become the Bob Dylan we know were it not for John When I was young, my dad instilled in me a deep respect for the Hammond the record producer, and Gen. John Hammond, who history of our humble hometown. He taught me about the land made Superior a refuge from antisemitism for Dylan’s that became the City of Superior and which was first owned by grandparents. Union Civil War hero and railroad pioneer Gen. John Henry Hammond. His grandson, the renowned music producer John My middle school, Central Junior High School, was President Morrie Arnovich, not Jacob Steinmetz, was baseball’s first Orthodox player 9 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM Calvin Coolidge’s Summer White House. Like my childhood News synagogue, Agudas Achim — which Morrie Arnovich’s uncle, Rabbi Moshe Arnovich, led from 1922 to 1942 — that building Not sorry enough? U. Wisconsin has been demolished. Coolidge had planned the St. Lawrence apologizes, but does not change plan to start classes on Seaway there, making Superior a strategic port town worthy of two Carnegie libraries. Five years after the second was built, Coolidge appointed Rosh Hashanah another of Superior’s sons, Ogden Hammond, as the By Rachel Hale ambassador to Spain — and Ogden oversaw the first international phone call between an American president and Around this time last year, I held my grandpa’s hand in the ER the King of Spain (dramatized in the Netflix series “Cable of a New York City hospital. Half-drawn curtains formed Girls”) in 1928, launching what would become the future of alcoves that revealed slivers of the patients nearby — faces, an international trade negotiations. arm. I looked from one to the other. They were alone. They seemed to be asleep. They were hooked up to machines much The old Carnegie Library still sits on Hammond Avenue, like the ventilators I’d seen in articles online. protected from demolition by a dedicated group of locals for well over a quarter of a century. It was there that my father Sophomore Anna Glassman is looking forward to returning to assisted the community in researching books and developing the University of Wisconsin-Madison this August, but not the documentaries and articles about local history, and I look first day of school in September. She’s one of many students forward to seeing it fully restored soon, hopefully with these who must choose between going to class and observing Rosh histories reminding and inspiring others. Hashanah, thanks to the university’s decision to make the first day of school Sept. 8, the final day of the holiday. There was a made-for-TV moment during the 1940 World Series that my father liked to recall: the Cincinnati Reds played “It’s anxiety provoking having to decide right at the start of the Detroit Tigers in the backdrop of the Holocaust and World school between my religion and my studies. And it feels like War II. The first great Jewish baseball hero of the time, the nobody else at Wisconsin really understands what’s going on Tigers’ Hank Greenberg, faced off against the Red’s Morrie besides the Jewish community,” Glassman said. Arnovich — both of whom attended my dad’s synagogues. UW-Madison is one of six in the 13-school Wisconsin system Arnovich had sat out a couple of games to observe Rosh that scheduled classes to begin on Sept. 7 or Sept. 8, the first Hashanah while Greenberg continued to play. In the seventh and second days of the Jewish New Year. The decision puts inning, the papers reported that Greenberg stepped up to bat many of the more than 4,000 Jewish students and faculty in and “lifted a high fly which Arnovich caught in a stagger just an uncomfortable position. On Tuesday, UW-Madison became inside the left field foul line.” Arnovich and the Reds went on the first school to apologize for the conflict, though UW- to win the World Series. Parkside officials also said they plan to issue an apology. My dad, who was the real sports fan, isn’t around anymore, so “I recognize that the scheduling conflict and our failure to it’s up to me to set the record straight and make sure my anticipate it when the calendar was adopted by the Faculty flyover town’s stories aren’t lost forever. Jacob Steinmetz and Senate in 2019 has distressed many Jewish students, their Elie Kligman aren’t the first Orthodox Jewish baseball players— families, faculty, and staff, particularly at a time of increased Superior, Wisconsin’s Morrie Arnovich was. anti-Semitic violence and harassment across the U.S.,” Chancellor Rebecca Blank wrote to the university community. And if anyone had been paying attention, perhaps these young players could have credited Arnovich as their inspiration. But if Faced with a decision to choose class or the holiday, Jewish no one else will, I’ll keep doing my best to tell his story, along students are approaching the school vs. shul dilemma in with those of the other unsung heroes of my hometown. They different ways, often depending on whether they usually should be remembered, not flown over and forgotten, like the observe the second day of the holiday. Professors take their towns where they once lived. own planned observances into consideration, but may also weigh how the decision to hold or cancel class will affect – Jewish students. Originally from Superior, Wisconsin, Daniel Singer is the cantor of Stephen Wise Free Synagogue on New York City’s Upper West Side. “For some students and faculty it will be an obvious decision — we can’t go to class or hold class on Rosh Hashanah. For Morrie Arnovich, not Jacob Steinmetz, was baseball’s first Orthodox player 10 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM others it will be very difficult to choose,” said Judith Stone, a Michael Blumenfeld, executive director of the Wisconsin Jewish Hebrew professor in the Mosse/Weinstein Center for Jewish Conference, said he thinks many Muslim, Catholic and Lutheran Studies who will not hold class on Rosh Hashanah. faith groups came to support the Jewish community because they recognize that the calendar conflict is bigger than just at “Students who need to miss the first day of classes will be at a UW Madison. disadvantage and will need to catch up. It may take them longer to figure out their schedule if they are trying out several “What’s happening with the Rosh Hashanah conflict is a classes. They may think it makes a bad impression to not show symptom of a much larger concern. It is an insult, it’s up on the first day.” disrespectful, and I think it gives pause to all religious minorities. There should be policies in place that recognize the ‘It is an insult’ diversity of our society and talk about inclusion and this doesn’t do that,” Blumenfeld said. Greg Steinberger, CEO and president of UW Hillel, first reached out to university officials in December. A series of meetings Go to class or go to shul? with the administration ensued. Letters from Hillel, local faith groups and a slew of Jewish organizations also urged the The calendar conflict at UW-Madison is the latest in a series university to move the start date. affecting Jewish college students. The University of Minnesota will start its fall semester the same day as the “This conflict, while we understand is unintentional, falls short Wisconsin schools.Columbia University originally made its start of our shared ideal in doing our best as an institution to be a date this fall the first day of Rosh Hashanah, but then moved it ‘welcoming and inclusive community for people from every to Sept. 9. Dartmouth University’s move-in dates conflicted with background’” that UW-Madison aspires to, the letter from Hillel Passover this spring. read. Though Rosh Hashanah was originally celebrated as a one-day Several groups pointed out that in a similar instance in 1994, holiday, the time it took for news of the Jewish religious court, the Wisconsin legislature passed a bill allowing a one-time start the Sanhedrin, to announce the sighting of the new moon date on Sept. 1 to avoid the start of classes on Rosh Hashanah. varied, prompting a two-day observance as a safeguard. Today, It was signed by former Gov. Tommy Thompson, who is now the while many observant Jews still celebrate the full 48 hours, a president of the University of Wisconsin system. majority of Reform synagogues don’t offer a second day of “Jews in general, regardless of their religious practice, are services. accustomed to coming to places where they have a conflict At UW-Madison, with the Sept. 7 start date falling on the second with holidays,” Steinberger said. “But the fact that it’s the first day of the holiday, the calendar conflict may be most day is really disturbing. I think that the consensus view is that distressing for the school’s smaller observant community, said it’s just not OK, and I would say the first day in the year coming Rabbi Mendel Matusof of Madison’s Chabad-Lubavitch, who is out of a pandemic, where some people are going to be in a anticipating 300 to 400 students to attend event Chabad- mourning situation will be particularly painful.” Lubavitch hosts following services and Shofar blowing around Still, the universities reiterated over the past six months that campus. . federal and state reporting requirements, student financial aid “I think that it’s the most observant students that struggle with packages and complex information systems are pinned to the it the most,” said Matusof, who is anticipating 300 to 400 start and end dates of the academic term, making it too late to students to attend their BreakFast, which Chabad-Lubavitch change the date, which was chosen five years ago. hosts following services and Shofar blowing around campus. He Blank has tried to ease frustrations, and wrote a June letter that said this year’s calendar conflict has highlighted issues Jewish UW-Madison is moving as many activities as possible in regards students have long experienced. to conflict. The date for Convocation was moved from Sept. 7 to “People are shining a light on the experience of being an Sept. 3, as were departmental outreach and new student American Jewish college student where it’s very challenging events. Residence hall move-in was also shifted two days despite the fact that there are religious accommodations, which earlier. aren’t nearly as helpful as they could be because there’s still a Blank also wrote that the university — where the reporter of this tremendous amount of pressure on the students,” he said. “I’ve story is a student — is working to ensure the conflict is not seen students struggle with this every single year, it’s just that repeated again: a new group has been created to oversee the no one ever pays attention to it when it’s the third or fifth week academic calendar. of classes.” Not sorry enough? U. Wisconsin apologizes, but does not change plan to start classes on Rosh Hashanah 11 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM Aitan Meyer, a Chabad executive board member entering his News Junior year, echoed that his observance as a Modern Orthodox Jew puts him in a somewhat different position than his less Meet the two very different religious peers, who may more easily choose to observe some Jewish mothers making ‘A parts of the holiday but still attend school. Meyer’s frustrations led him to write a letter to school administration about the Bintel Brief’ into a podcast conflict; over 300 people have signed on to it. By Jodi Rudoren “The fact that the UW-Madison administration made the This is an adaptation of Looking Forward, a weekly email from decision to have the first day of school on a major and widely our editor-in-chief sent on Friday afternoons. Sign up here to celebrated, and widely known Jewish holiday, is baffling, get the Forward’s free newsletters delivered to your inbox. disheartening, and begs the question of whether Jews, and And click here for a PDF of stories to savor over Shabbat and their religious observances, no matter how large or picayune, Sunday that you can download and print. are of importance to the school’s administration,” he wrote. When I started at the Forward, two of my top priorities were Meyer himself has not yet decided what he’ll do on the first reviving our signature, century-old advice column and day of school, but if he goes to class, he will only sit and listen, launching a must-listen podcast. Which is why I am literally he said. overjoyed to introduce “A Bintel Brief: Your Jewish advice Many less observant Jewish students are nevertheless podcast” and its incredible co-hosts, Ginna Green and Lynn frustrated by the class vs. shul dilemma. Glassman, who is in Harris. The first episode of this new audio Bintel is coming Jewish sorority Sigma Delta Tau, said if she goes to school, it Thursday, but you can listen to the trailer here (or wherever will be the first time in her life she’s sat in a classroom instead you get your podcasts!). of a synagogue on Rosh Hashanah. To help make the decision, “A Bintel Brief,” Yiddish for “a bundle of letters,” started in the she’s going to check in with her peers. Forverts in 1906. Before Dear Abby, before Ann Landers, “I think people are kind of waiting around to see what before Slate’s “Dear Prudence.” Its archive was famously everybody else is going to do, just because if we’re all missing turned into a play and a graphic novel by Liana Finck. Now, the first day of class together it’ll feel like we have more of a Ginna and Lynn are bringing it to your ears. community behind us,” Glassman said. “You never know how a Ginna is a strategist-consultant-movement-builder and professor is going to react when you say you’re missing the modern Orthodox mother of four, who calls herself “South first day of school for a holiday; they might assign something Carolina born, raised and returned,” and who loves bourbon or punish me for not attending, so I have to hope that I’ll have and obliterating opponents in Scrabble and Bananagrams on professors that understand the situation.” Shabbat. Lynn is a writer-activist-comedienne and Reform – mother of two teenagers, who lives in the Brooklyn Rachel Hale is a news intern at the Forward. Email her brownstone where her husband grew up (his parents still at hale@forward.com or follow her on Twitter @Rachelhale32. occupy the first floor) and believes herself to be the only person in the world who is a member of the Friar’s Club, a member of the D.A.R. and married to a rabbi. They are wise, witty and warm. We chatted this week over Zoom about the podcast, their favorite Jewish holidays, what they’re reading, and what they want to be when they grow up. Create a Future for Courageous Jewish Journalism You two hadn’t met before this project — and in fact have still never met in person. But you’ve gotten to know each other over months of advice-giving and recording. So I want you to To donate online visit Forward.com/donate introduce each other. Lynn, how would you describe Ginna? Lynn: She is the kind of person where you say, well, let me see To donate by phone, call 212-453-9454 what Ginna thinks. Ginna is so smart and thoughtful and funny and sees things between the lines that I don’t and that other people wouldn’t. And she is warm, but then also has this edge. Not sorry enough? U. Wisconsin apologizes, but does not change plan to start classes on Rosh Hashanah 12 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM I just want a bracelet that says, ‘What would Ginna do?” Lynn: “Hysteria” on Crooked Media. I like all the Crooked Media podcasts. I love all the hosts. The whole tone of, “I know, right?” Ginna: Lynn’s got some quick wit and a big heart. And just a while also informing you — it’s not just an echo chamber where really sharp mind. I really like her whole, whole self. She brings you hear people who are mad about the same things you are. a lot to our relationship as co-hosts of the pod. I feel really They validate your rage, but they also give you stuff to do and grateful that she is who she is, because we’re having a really think about and learn. good time. Ginna: I’m really enjoying “The Fader Uncovered” podcast. It’s Lynn, you’ve written advice columns, starting in 1997 with with Mark Ronson, and he talks to up-and-coming and Breakup Girl, a superhero who saves love lives, and later for legendary musicians, and I just feel like I’ve had a really good Glamour and other magazines. Ginna, this is your first time on every single episode of that show. He asks great professional advice gig, but you’ve also done it for a long questions and has great people. time. Why do people come to you? You’re both writers and activists, and you’ve appeared on Ginna: My colleagues really have come to me throughout my podcasts before, but this is your first time making one. career. Sometimes it has been advice about work and strategy, Why audio? what we’re doing, what our goals are, what’s on our agenda, and sometimes it’s about other things in their lives. I like Ginna: Even before the podcast era, radio was really one of my digging through things; I like gaming things out and asking favorite mediums to engage with people because I felt it’s people questions. multi-dimensional. Frankly, without the distraction of the visual. I think when you have just the sound and the ideas, there’s Lynn: Being able to offer good advice is not a matter of being something that makes the experience different and richer and right about things. Giving good advice, I think, comes from a set better. I also think it allows us to have a live conversation and of principles. I’ve got to shout out to my mom — my mother, back and forth about the advice — when someone comes to who is the one that people went to for advice, she always would you, that’s what it is. just drop pearls to me about how to treat others and how to treat myself. Lynn: The listeners are not getting a finished, polished product where we decided what we were going to tell them and then we She would say things like, ‘Never say to yourself, “I shouldn’t be wrote a script and recorded it. They’re actually getting us feeling this way.”’ She would always say, ‘Don’t wipe the floor chewing on it in real time. And I think that’s probably better for with yourself,’ meaning, if you made a mistake or if you have a the advice. request, just own up or make a request. Stand up tall and straighten your back and do the thing. It wasn’t advice, it was What makes “Bintel” a Jewish advice podcast? principles. If you have a framework, consistent principles, that Ginna: First, we’re Jews. There is a Jewish way of being and are compassionate, I think that all good advice is generated there is a rhythm to Jewish life, there is something that is from there. unique and special about being Jewish and Jewishness, and that Do you read advice columns or listen to other advice comes through. There is also a well-deserved reputation and podcasts? reality that we do read between the lines, we do do textual analysis — Talmudically, historically, traditionally, and then also Lynn: I did always love Miss Manners, mainly for her style and I think it just shows up in how we interact with each other. It’s her wit, and her principles. I definitely read — what were the not just in the faith or in the religion, it’s in the culture, it’s in the ones when we were young? Dear Abby… there were two that people. We bring that to giving advice in an intentional way. were similar, right? Lynn: Because Jewish life is in life, and not just in synagogue, it Ginna: It was Dear Abby and Ann Landers. I read those, too, and applies to the choices we make every second about how we also Miss Manners. Miss Manners tripped me out. I loved her. interact with people, how we treat ourselves. The questions She was also warm and with an edge. She could be super sharp people are asking and the suggestions we make for how people and also piss on your leg and tell you it’s raining. might think or comport themselves are by definition Jewish I like “The Sarah Silverman Podcast,” which is sort of advice-y. because that’s how Judaism is, it’s in every step we take. I like her attitude and I think that’s the most advice-y thing Ginna: Not every question has a Jewish element to it that’s I listen to or consume these days. visible from the question; it could have been anybody asking What are your favorite podcasts generally? (Besides Bintel, the question. But our answer is infused with that and has of course!) that lens. Meet the two very different Jewish mothers making ‘A Bintel Brief’ into a podcast 13 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM Both of you have Jewishness as a through-line in your lives, Lynn: I’m reading “Mediocre” by Ijeoma Oluo. The subtitle is — but in different ways. How would you define yourself as a Jew wait, let me get it. The subtitle is, “The Dangerous Legacy of — on one foot? White Male America.” So, also light. It’s really, really good. It’s actually very conversational and also scholarly. Ginna: On one foot, I’m an observant social-justice Jewish woman of color, and that feels like the three elements of my What am I watching? What am I not watching! I love, “Pen 15” Jewish identity that I really stand on, and that I feel every part on Hulu, and “Everything’s Going to be OK” on Freeform and of every day. Hulu — just great, brilliant, funny, real stories with girls at the Lynn: I’m a Reform Jew descended very closely from center, just hilarious and warm, the kind of show you want to immigrants from Eastern Europe, from Poland, and very closely hug when you’re done. related to one Holocaust survivor and mostly Holocaust not- What makes Shabbat Shabbat for you? survivors. The combination of horror and loss and gratitude, affirmation, for who the Jews — and I mean all the Jews — are Lynn: Always dinner at home — nice dinner at home — always, now drives me every day, honestly. always, always. It sounds like, duh, but in the modern world, Okay, so what’s your favorite Jewish holiday? that’s a thing. It’s set in stone — it’s not even a rule that we don’t break, there’s just nothing else to do. Ginna: Sukkot. It’s eight days and you’re out with your friends, with your family, really appreciating blessings. That feels like Ginna: There’s always soup. We don’t have soup for any other the perfect time to bring people in to celebrate with you. I make meal except for Shabbos and Chag. So, like, soup is amazing. the best food for Sukkot, and we’re out, and it’s the perfect time Soup is a big thing, actually. And then there’s nap time. There’s of year. I make a Hawaiian chicken that’s something I remember kiddush, there’s lunch, there’s nap time, there’s reading time, my mom making; it’s an old family recipe. I make stuffed bell there’s game time. There’s Scrabble and Banangrams. And peppers with lamb and couscous and mint. And I also make a that’s a big deal, too. really fun salad with spinach, caramelized onions, apples, and beef bacon. Let me just be clear that my game-playing, my word games, are part of my duty, I feel, as a parent. To give the world people that Lynn: My reasoning is very superficial. I love Sukkot because you want to be around. Part of that is Scrabble. Making them I love to decorate things and eat outdoors. Tied, though, with really good players is a big deal for me on Shabbat, too. Yom Kippur, because I’m a sucker for the music and the majesty. So you’re both middle-aged mamas, trying something new with this podcast. Life is lived in chapters. What do you want We’ve saved the decorations we made when the kids were little. to be when you grow up? Goofy ones you get from the Internet. Like when you cut off the bottom of a seltzer bottle and make it into an apple, you know, Lynn: Executive assistant to Dolly Parton. Uh huh. That’s what the four bumps, you put the top on, you cut out the middle and popped into my head. I love her so much. I would do anything. I fill it with crepe paper and you get an apple. We also have would like to just stand in a room near her at all times. That Styrofoam balls that we covered with red felt and made into would be — you don’t even have to pay me. pomegranates. Bess is 14 now, so we’ve had them in the box for 14 years and we just always put up the same ones. Ginna: Honestly, I feel like I’ve been doing, basically, the same thing with my life since the third grade, and only can hope to Favorite Jewish movie? get better at it. I get to talk to people and help move them from Lynn: “The Godfather.” No, hold on… Also not Jewish, because one place to another, and move them to action, and inspire it’s about pig farming, but “Babe.” Favorite movie. That, tied them, and learn with them. That’s what all the roles I’ve ever with “His Girl Friday,” which, if you think about it, could be a done — that includes writing-talking-speaking-podcasting, all of Shabbat reference. these things — that’s just the mode I’m supposed to be in. What are you reading right now? And what are you watching What do you hope to accomplish with the Bintel podcast? on TV? Ginna: Lynn said at the very beginning that giving good advice Ginna: I’m reading “Four Hundred Souls,” edited by Keisha was not about being right, it’s about a set of values. I think she Blaine and Ibram Kendi, and “White Fright” by Jane Dailey, nailed it with that. We hope that we can brings values about how the fear of interracial sex really undergirds all of our conversations to everyday people. Everyday Jews. Bring that civil rights policy and activity and really sits under a lot of Jewish wit and Jewish wisdom to thinking about a whole range white supremacy. of things. Meet the two very different Jewish mothers making ‘A Bintel Brief’ into a podcast 14 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM The person who wrote the letter is only one person. Hopefully News we’ll have many, many, many times that number listening to the podcast, and for them it needs to be a gift as well. And This Jewish millennial is also make them laugh. becoming a Civil War historian Lynn: Co-sign. Nothing to add. Co-sign. I told you: always By Rebecca Salzhauer listen to Ginna. Nils Skudra was nearly five-and-a-half years old when he told – his mother about his past life. “He looked at me out of the side Jodi Rudoren became Editor-in-Chief of The Forward, the nation’s of his eye and said, ‘I was a soldier in the American Civil War,’” oldest independent Jewish news organization, in September 2019 after his mother, Renee, recounted. “‘I saw action at the Battle of more than two decades as a reporter and editor at The New York Gettysburg, and I died on the third day.’” Times. She is helping lead a transformation of the storied 123-year-old institution, a nonprofit that went digital-only in early 2019. Hearing her son describe Robert E. Lee’s horse with greater sophistication than she had ever heard, Renee decided to fact-check him with an internet search. He was right. “I had goosebumps. I thought, ‘How the hell does he know that?’” Throughout his childhood, Skudra drew hundreds of pictures of Civil War battle scenes, devoured Civil War books far above his age level, became captivated by the movie Gettysburg, and traveled to reenactments across his home state of California. Now Skudra, 29, is well on his way to becoming a Civil War historian. “It’s the cornerstone moment of American history,” he said. “It led to the abolition of slavery and ushered in the 13th, 14th, and 15th amendments which redefined the idea of American citizenship and equal justice. The legacy of the Civil War is still hotly contested in America today.”After graduating in 2015 from the University of California, Berkeley – where he concentrated in theater and history with a focus on the Civil War – Skudra wanted to continue his studies. “I was told that the place to go for studying the Civil War in graduate school is the South.” When Skudra was accepted to the University of North Carolina, he knew he had to move across the country, he said. “My mom had some misgivings about it because it would mean giving up everything we had in the Bay Area, but I was very determined to do it.” Skudra, who was diagnosed with Asperger’s Syndrome at age 10, convinced his mom to move to Greensboro, N.C., which she preferred because of its Jewish community, she said. When the time came to leave Berkeley, a friend the Skudras had made online came to California and helped them drive their car 3,000 miles to North Carolina. At UNC Greensboro, Skudra became involved in Hillel and founded Spectrum, a group for graduate students on the autism spectrum. “I tend to work twice as hard as average neurotypical students Meet the two very different Jewish mothers making ‘A Bintel Brief’ into a podcast 15 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM culture. “One of the things that has been both intriguing and disturbing about living here is observing how strongly a lot of people subscribe to the Confederate narrative of the Civil War,” Skudra said. “Visiting Confederate monuments in North Carolina is both intriguing for me as a historian, but I know that the agenda perpetuated in erecting some of the monuments was very dark, in some ways.” Skudra finished his Master’s in History in the spring of 2018 and set out to find a job in North Carolina. When he was struggling to find a position, he went back to school at the suggestion of his academic advisors. During the pandemic, Skudra has been writing articles for various local publications, cooking and taking walks with his bichon frise, Jackson – named after the Confederate general. He and his mom have a routine of watching movies together and attending virtual Shabbat services on Friday nights. Gettysburg is still one of Skudra’s “all time favorite movies,” but he’s branched out into other genres, he said. In August, Skudra will receive his second degree from UNC Greensboro, a Master’s in Library and Information Sciences. “I’m hoping to find a job in the history field or the library field or possibly a job where the two overlap,” he said. In addition to a job, Skudra is seeking his bashert. “I’m really fervently looking to meet a Jewish woman in my age range who is interested in a long-term relationship,” he said. Since the Nils Skudra dressed as a Union soldier. Courtesy of Nils Skudra. Jewish community in Greensboro is primarily made up of elders and young families, he hasn’t had much luck and is considering “I tend to work twice as hard as average neurotypical students a move to California, New Jersey, or a city in North Carolina with because of the added challenges that people on the spectrum a larger Jewish community, he said. face, but being on the spectrum has been an asset,” Skudra In the meantime, Skudra is hoping to find someone “kind, said. “I have a close attention to detail and a tendency to compassionate, and intellectually driven,” he said, “someone hyperfocus on a subject that interests me, which has been who ideally shares some of my interests, enjoys deep really helpful in studying history.” conversations, and is direct and honest in their “He’s very fortunate to have something that drives him and communication.” inspires him,” Renee said. “If there’s a Civil War reenactment, I’ll – say, ‘Let’s go.’ If there’s a book he wants, ‘Let’s get it.’ Whatever Rebecca Salzhauer is a news intern at the Forward. Contact her I can do to keep that dream going.” at salzhauer@forward.com. Outside of school, Skudra explored historical sites and made friends with fellow Civil War history buffs and descendants of Civil War soldiers. He even filmed a cameo role as a wounded Confederate soldier in a Civil War short film made by his friends. Create a Future for “It feels really powerful to be walking the grounds where the Courageous Jewish Journalism battles took place,” he said of his relocation to the East Coast. “To be living here and visiting those sites, it feels like you’re To donate online visit Forward.com/donate really experiencing that history, as opposed to studying it in California.” To donate by phone, call 212-453-9454 In between trips to Civil War landmarks, archives, and academic conventions, the Skudras have been adjusting to southern This Jewish millennial is becoming a Civil War historian 16 
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